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Winner’s
Circle
American Office Products, Chatsworth, CA Dealer,
Reaches 75-Year Milestone
Congratulations are in order for Dennis Watson and his team at Chatsworth,
California-based American Office Products, which this year celebrates its 75th
year of service to the business community.
The dealership started out in Santa
Monica as a typewriter sales and service organization under the American
Typewriter name. It changed to its current name in 1975 to better reflect its
operations back then.
It was around that time, reports Dennis, that the dealership began its trajectory to become what it is primarily
known for today: selling office products and office furniture into the commercial market.
Since 2015 American Office Products
has been based in Chatsworth and
services a tri-county area in and around Los Angeles.
Sales the last few years have held their own, says Dennis. “Based on everybody
we talk to, flat is the new victory,” he says. But American Office Products is
poised for growth and sees better times ahead. “We are optimistic about the
future,” says Dennis. “We are beginning to see signs that businesses are expanding again and remodeling again.”
There are not a lot of celebratory plans, but the company will try to capitalize
on any notoriety that a 75th anniversary has to offer. “We will put a banner up
on our website—“75 years and proud of it”—and that will also appear on our
marketing materials,” says Dennis.
“I know it has been 75 years,” he adds, “but every day you get to open the
doors again is a good day. Still it is nice to be recognized for an accomplishment that is not the norm today.”

continued on page 4 >>
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EDITORIAL
Prince William Cty. Public
Schools to Local Small
Businesses: “Drop Dead”
As reported elsewhere in this issue, Prince William
County Schools in Virginia has decided to move their
purchasing away from local small businesses and into
the hands of online behemoth Amazon. It took the
County’s School Board less than a minute last month
to approve the switch, in a vote that was taken with
no prior public discussion by School Board members
or any opportunity at the meeting for members of the
public to comment.
Indeed, the only indication at the meeting that the
School Board was even voting on a contract whose
value is estimated at more than $500 million annually
came from one line of a PowerPoint slide that was on
screen for just a few seconds.
Ironically, the contract award comes just after release
of a report showing how Amazon’s growth is leading to
declines in local and state tax revenues, funding sources that in Prince William County currently support over
90% of the school system’s annual operating budget.
Not so ironic: As tax revenues shrink in Prince William
County as the result of school system purchases being exported to Washington state, the first place the
schools will go looking for product donations to offset
shrinking budgets will be local independent dealers.
Amazon, of course, has no track record it can point to
when it comes to serving organizations of the size and
complexity of Prince William County Public Schools.
And unlike the vast majority of similar RFPs from U.S
Communities member agencies in the past, there was
no requirement in the RFP to provide any kind of a core
item price file or detailed pricing of any kind, so it’s not
real clear just how good a deal the County is getting.
Apparently, none of this is cause for concern in Prince
William County. For their sake—and for the sake of the
students they serve—we hope they’re right.
On the other hand, don’t be too surprised if the folks
running the school system get the kind of education
they weren’t expecting. Sadly, it looks like they have a
lot to learn about the superior value of partnering with
locally owned and operated businesses and the benefits of keeping local dollars in the community where
they belong.
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Get a

jump!
on deliveries, invoicing and customer service

JumpTrackTM Proof-of-Delivery system helps
dealers plan, capture and track deliveries
• Access JumpTrack to download delivery information or upload
signature capture and details via iOS or device for AndroidTM
• All information is accessed from and stored in the cloud
• Signature and delivery detail capture is immediately available online
• Deliveries, returns and drivers are all easily tracked, increasing
accuracy and accountability
• Drivers can be tracked using GPS and, for an additional fee, a route
optimization feature can be included

NEW FEATURES!

Route Reversal features available and
On-Demand Departure Time Optimization

800-588-5128

info@ecisolutions.com

ecisolutions.com

ECi and the ECi Red Box are trademarks or registered trademarks of ECi Software Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Minnesota Business
Magazine Profiles Jennifer
Smith of Innovative Office
Solutions
When Minnesota
Business Magazine decided to
profile women
business owners
in its January
2017 issue few
were surprised
that Jennifer
Smith, CEO
of Innovative
Office Solutions,
was included.
The cover story
focused on women business owners who
bootstrapped, invested or inherited their
positions and Jennifer was one of three
business owners featured on the cover.

continued from page 2

Minnesota Business Magazine is read
more than 64,000 of the state’s influential
business owners and executives each
month. The January issue profiles Jennifer’s rise from her earliest forays into the
office products industry working for her
father’s dealership in Northfield, Minnesota, to her current position.
The article describes how she started as a
shoe buyer with Dayton Hudson but as a
young mother was pulled back to Northfield when her own mother became ill.
Jennifer purchased back the office products business her father had sold and
after increasing the sales volume, she
sold that business. The, a few years later,
in 2001, she started Innovative Office
Solutions.
Today, Innovative Office Solutions boasts
annual sales volume north of $100 million
and has 220 employees. Despite its
impressive growth, the family business

culture remains strong. Jennifer’s husband Brooks serves as the chief financial officer, and her 24-year-old son has
begun his career in the business.

WI Dealer Office Outfitters
Honored by Local Chamber
In January, Bill Zimmerman, who along
with his wife Mary owns Office Outfitters
in Waupaca, Wisconsin, was selected as
the winner of the month by the Waushara
County Chamber of Commerce Waushara
Interactive Networking (WIN) group. Bill
was selected to honor his active involvement with central Wisconsin communities.
Bill purchased Lighthouse Printing and
Office Supply in downtown Waupaca in
2007 after the company he worked for as
vice president of marketing was purchased by a private equity firm. He has
reenergized the business with his mar-

continued on page 6 >>

IT’S LIKE HAVING
THIS GUY
WATCHING OVER YOUR
CUSTOMER’S BUSINESS
Each year, in the U.S., several thousand office fires occur,
but it won’t take a fire to ruin your customer’s business.
Theft can destroy their hard work faster and quieter than fire,
water or explosion damage. The Phoenix family of products
protects your customer’s files from whatever might threaten
their business…even dragons.

(800) 636.0778 | WWW.PHOENIXSAFEUSA.COM
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A dA p t™ Co n f i g u r A b l e S pAC e d i v i d e r S
Create new spaces without constructing permanent walls with Adapt™. These innovative, easily movable panels are
adaptable to any environment, providing a balance between privacy and collaboration by creating a semi-private space
to meet or work. Adapt panel fabric is also customizable, meaning you can add your logo, brand colors, graphics and tag
line to any of the pieces to complement any décor. Even better, this is a great low-cost alternative to permanent walls and
other panel systems. From business and hospitality settings, to educational markets, Adapt is the flexible, configurable
space division solution ideal for any indoor environment.

www.safcoproducts.com
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keting expertise. Since taking over and renaming the business
he has expanded the dealership’s local customer base and also
pursued business in neighboring counties.

have come to expect.”
Peggy has more than 15 years of experience in the furniture industry. Prior to taking the leadership role at Spectrum, she served
as vice president of Herman Miller’s North America seating category, and before that she was president of a Knoll dealership for
almost a decade.

PA Dealer Newtown Office Supply
Rebrands as Workplace Central

Office Outfitters’ Bill Zimmerman was honored last month by his local Chamber.

In addition to a full range of office products, Office Outfitters
offers digital printing capabilities, graphic design expertise and
pack-and-ship services. Recently Office Outfitters implemented
a self-serve computing and copy center in its retail location.

Newtown Office Supply, Newtown, Pennsylvania, has changed
its name to “Workplace Central” The new name, together with
a new logo, went into effect in mid-January. The goal: to better
reflect the dealership’s position as a regional, single-source solution for everything in the workplace.

Bill is active in the Waupaca, New London, Waushara, and Fremont Chambers of Commerce. He is president elect of Waupaca
Rotary, a member of the Thedacare Waupaca Medical Center
Board of Trustees and serves on the Shepherd of the Lakes
Church Council. He was the Waushara Chamber of Commerce
WIN Group Chairman for 2016.

The name change idea had been around for some time but really
began to take form in early 2015, explains Mike Fitzgerald, vice
president. Acquisitions had expanded the geographic reach of
the company and combined with category expansions reshaped
it from a supplier of small and mid-sized businesses to a supplier
of large nonprofits, government agencies and school districts.

Philadelphia Dealer President Buys Firm
from Herman Miller
In early January, Peggy Kelly, president of Spectrum, a Herman
Miller furniture dealer in King of Prussia, Pennsylvania, purchased
the corporate-owned dealership from Herman Miller. Established
in 1965, Spectrum is not only the oldest, but also the largest Herman Miller dealership in the Philadelphia area.
Peggy, who joined the dealership as president in 2013, is recognized for strengthening Spectrum and Herman Miller’s position
in the greater Philadelphia market. Last September she was recognized for her “people-first” approach to leadership as recipient
of the Philadelphia Business Journal’s 2016 Minority Business
Leader Award.
“Each member of the Spectrum team is an important part of both
our company and our community,” says Peggy. “Every person
carries with them years of experience, specialized knowledge,
and a considered point of view. As a team, we look forward to
growing our presence in Philadelphia and deepening long-lasting
relationships by providing the exceptional service that our clients
FEBRUARY 2017

“The name Newtown Office Supply held us back, especially
when we went into the marketplace,” says Mike. Just the words
“Office Supply” tend to suggest that the company has limited
capabilities. “We wanted to rebrand and position ourselves as
a single-source regional player where customers could get anything they needed for the workplace,” he adds.
The new name and brand will work to change the image of the
company. “They see us as a small company that is not competitive
with bigger players,” says Mike. The impression that many people
have is that the company can’t compete on price or capabilities.
“We can compete and we do have those capabilities,” says Mike.
Workplace Central is a key provider of office, janitorial, breakroom
supplies, office furniture and promotional products, he contends.
The announcement of the new brand identity first appeared on the
company’s website and that was followed with announcements
on social media. Since that initial announcement the Workplace
Central sales team has been actively meeting with current and
prospective customers to communicate the new identity.

INDEPENDENT DEALER
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Superior.
Dependable.
Effortless.
Product Leadership
for a Better Bottom Line

Meeting the Needs of Today’s Consumers
To keep up with today’s real-time product reviews, companies
must constantly stay on top of the latest consumer trends and
needs. And with more than 50% of consumers are heading
online to do product searches before making a purchase,
four- and five-star reviews are a must-have
for online and storefront
retailers alike. Companies
must continually improve
the quality and performance of their products,
while upgrading packaging and services to stay
ahead of the competition.
The Best Get Better
To stay on top of competitors, Avery makes frequent enhancements to its entire product portfolio. Most recently, the company enhanced its heavy-duty and durable binder collection
with stronger binders that feature the exclusive DuraHinge and
DuraEdge design. With DuraHinge, the binder hinges are more
durable, last longer and resist tearing, while the DuraEdge feature makes the sides and top of the binders more pliable to
resist splitting. A new deep texture film offers a smoother finish
and features a linen pattern for high-quality look and feel.
Avery also continues to lead the way in label quality and
innovation. The company is constantly developing unique coatings
and finishes, and sourcing new cutting-edge materials. Rigorous testing ensures that labels stick, stay put and provide
superior performance, while the label sheets are tested to
safeguard against misfeeds, jams and alignment issues. Print
quality, dry time, smudge resistance, water fastness and color
density, as well as adhesion tests are performed on hundreds
of different surfaces and environments.

Instant Shelf and Online Appeal
With store shelf space getting harder to secure and brilliant
hi-res images driving online sales, keeping packaging
updated and modern is crucial to the bottom line. Avery is
in the process of updating its entire product portfolio with
new vibrant branding and imaging. The updated packaging not only grabs a consumer’s eye with larger, more
inspirational images, but provides easy reference for
repeat buyers. For instance, the new packaging for dividers
is segmented into categories by color scheme. The professional dividers offer deep, richer colors with a formal theme,
while personal-use dividers feature brighter colors and a
more casual look and feel.
Hassle-Free Printing
Avery continues to lead the way in label printing software with
more than 35 million print jobs expected in 2016, a growth of
15% over 2015. Free Avery Design & Print makes it easy for
consumers to personalize
their Avery products, so in
turn, they buy more. The
company recently rolled out
a new, even easier-to-use
version of Design & Print using HTML5. The update runs
smoothly on PC and Mac®
computers, as well as tablets and mobile devices.
From shopping to purchase to end-use, consumers expect a
hassle-free experience, and they know they can depend on Avery to continue to lead the way in customer experience, product innovation and engineering.
Visit avery.com to learn more about all the exciting product and
services Avery has to offer.

©2016 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery, UltraDuty and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of
CCL Label, Inc. All other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective companies. Personal and company
names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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MS Dealer S&L Office Supplies Gets New
Location, Targets New Markets

S&L Office Supplies in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi has moved into
a new facility which offers numerous advantages over its previous space and serves as an ideal headquarters as owner Chris
Cochran and his team work to expand its market area.
The new home for S & L is across the street from the local post
office. The space offers improved customer access, higher visibility with enough space to meet current needs and handle future
growth. The new location offers 8,000 square feet of space, more
than twice what was previously available.
“We’re going from no storage space to 5,500 square feet,” says
Chris. “When I purchased the business in 2012 it was about 60%
retail and 40% commercial. Now we are 70% commercial and
about 30% retail.”
The retail business continues to be a vibrant contributor to sales
at S&L. With no big box competitors in the immediate area, there
is a lot of walk-in business for copies, faxes and printing. Printing
has becoming a thriving business of its own, and the new location offers plenty of room for that service.
“We don’t carry a big inventory,” says Chris. “We have about
2,500 high-volume SKUs that we keep on the floor.”
S&L plans to expand into the janitorial category which requires
the ability to maintain paper products in inventory. Chris says he
really needed the additional space to stock those products and
increase his purchasing volumes to help lower costs.
Right now most of his business comes from customers within
5 to 10 miles of his location, but he believes he has saturated
that market. “We really want to push out into a 20 to 30-mile
radius,” he says. That move will take in a few larger markets, he
adds, which include “some bigger towns and also some pretty
big competitors.”

New Home for MA Dealer University
Stationery Opens New Business
Opportunities

After 75 years in the same location, University Stationery Co. has
moved to a new location across the street from its former home
in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
“My father started the business in 1929, and in 1941 he opened
the retail store,” says Barry Seidman, co-owner with his sister
Gail. “We have been there for over 75 years.”
The move came about from a variety of considerations but more
than anything it provided the Seidmans with a new location in a
brand new building which has presented new opportunities.
The new location is on the ground floor of a five-story office building. The ground floor was set aside for retail and the developer
promised the city that it would look for an independent business
to fill the space. The new store offers about the same amount of
space, roughly 1,000 square feet. Modern LED lighting shows
off the space, and there is a new, more modern window display.
“It is a brand new building and the building we were in was built
in the early 1900s and was full of problems,” says Barry. “What
we don’t have is a basement for storage, but we have a small
warehouse 10 minutes away so we are working around that.
“There are four or five hundred people working above us,” says
Barry. Plus, there is a whole neighborhood behind the new building with businesses in the bio-tech industry. The R&D business
above University Stationery put the word out and the dealership
has started to make inroads selling supplies to these businesses.
“The move has improved our retail sales considerably,” says Barry.

continued on page 10 >>
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Join TriMega and Independent Stationers this September
for EPIC 2017 - where BIG keeps getting BIGGER as this year
we bring the world of OP and the world of Jan/San together.
This year we are co-locating our EPIC event with the
ISSA/INTERCLEAN 2017 SHOW! So mark your calendar
for September 10-12 and EPIC 2017 at the spectacular
Bellagio Resort & Casino in Las Vegas and attend these
two exciting events!

EPIC

September 10-12, 2017
Las Vegas

wherebighappens.com

Come for EPIC 2017...

2

IN

gathering of industry
movers & shakers

1

TS

peer-to-peer
networking forums!

EN

VALUABLE

EV

POWERFUL

dealer-led sessions
and seminars

...stay for ISSA/
INTERCLEAN 2017

As the biggest, most comprehensive event for the commercial cleaning industry, ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America is
more exciting than ever. With four power-packed days of
education sessions, new product and technology demos,
industry insights, and proﬁtable networking opportunities,
this year’s show will help uncover the critical knowledge
you need to power your business and better the bottom
line. EPIC 2017 attendees - Don’t miss out!

SAVE THE DATE

September 11-14, 2017
Las Vegas

ISSA/INTERCLEAN NORTH AMERICA
TRADE SHOW AND ISSA CONVENTION
issa.com/2017show
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SD Dealer A&B Business Solutions Builds
Program for Giving Back
Seeds to Flowers is a program developed by A&B Business Solutions, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, to organize company efforts
to give back to the community by donating volunteer time. The
company and its employees already supported numerous local
causes, but as Lindsey Kamstra, director of staff development,
explains it, there was no organized program.
Shawn Peterson, vice president of sales, had the vision to create
a volunteer program that would be more aggressive and more organized. He started a program in September of 2015, and when
Lindsey joined the company later that year the effort gained more
traction.
Company employees participated in a few small events in 2015
and then launched the formal Seeds to Flowers program in 2016.
“We set a goal of 1,000 volunteer hours and ended up with almost 1,500,” says Lindsey. “All people really needed was somebody to point them in the right direction.”
To support the effort A&B created a volunteer PTO program to
enable employees to take off up to 32 hours a year without penalty. “That is really competitive with companies that are a lot bigger than us,” says Lindsey. “We found some great opportunities.”

The A&B Business Solutions team with some of the cookies they baked for a local
children’s home.

Volunteer efforts included two days working for Habitat for Humanity last spring. In the fall volunteers raked leaves for elderly
residents. A planned two-hour activity to rake two lawns expanded when more volunteers arrived, and the A&B team went looking
for additional yards they could clear.
A highlight of the year were the Christmas projects undertaken

continued on page 12 >>

GETTING
ORGANIZED JUST
GOT EASIER.
At Tennsco, we understand your
hurdles and offer you affordable
storage solutions with on-time delivery
and superior customer support. With
a wide variety of quality products to
choose from, we have a solution for
you. Now, that’s Storage Made Easy.

1-800-251-8184
www.tennsco.com/ID
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Rely on J.P. Cooke for all of your
marking product needs!
Click here to learn more about us

800-877-8267

Fax: (800) 342-1260

Email: sales@jpcooke.com
Web: www.jpcooke.com

1311 Howard St.
Omaha, NE 68102

A Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business – Marking Products Since 1887
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for the Children’s Home Society in Sioux
Falls. The first effort was an Angel Tree
tied to the number of gifts that Lindsey
felt A&B could support. “Dennis Aanenson, owner of A&B, not only went along
with the Angel Tree, but offered up more
than three times the amount of our gift
commitment out of this own pocket,” says
Lindsey. That made sure that every child
would receive a Christmas gift.
Lindsey learned that staff cut backs at
the home meant it would be challenged
to bake enough Christmas cookies for the
holidays. A second company that Dennis
owns, Casks & Corks Distributing, has a
commercial kitchen and Lindsey volunteered to bake all the cookies that would
be needed. “There was frosting flying,
sprinkles everywhere, hundreds of popcorn balls and sugar cookies and a whole
lot of cleaning up involved, but it was so
worth it,” adds Lindsey.

Christmas Toy Drive at J L
Business Interiors Focuses
on Local Community

continued from page 10
Jeff and Karen Lambie, if they would be
willing to support a toy drive.”
The dealership put up posters and sent out
emails announcing the toy drive to customers and employees. The response was
better than expected. People brought in
bags of toys, says Jennifer. “They were so
thankful that something was being done in
Washington County,” she says. “It meant
so much more to them to know that the
toys were going to children in our county.”

With offices just north of Milwaukee, J L
Business Interiors, Inc. wanted to establish a Christmas toy drive that concentrated fully on its local West Bend, Wisconsin
community. “I knew there was nothing like
that locally,” says Jennifer Noreika, customer service, “so I asked the owners,
FEBRUARY 2017

In Memoriam:
Wayne Bartkowiak of
Reliant Office Products

Boxes with more than 200 toys were delivered to a local foster care facility and,
says Jennifer, the success of this first J
L toy drive means that it will become an
annual effort.

SC Dealer Herald Office
Solutions Celebrates
Customers at Appreciation
Luncheons
What better way to recognize the importance of loyal customers than to offer them
lunch and a table-top show in their own
backyard? That’s how Herald Office Solutions, Dillon, South Carolina, celebrated
its customers with a series of Customer
Appreciation Lunches last December.
“We do these every couple of years,” says
Stephanie Yarborough, director of e-commerce and marketing at Herald. “This
past year we chose four of our larger locations—Columbia, Florence, Charleston
and Sumter.”

J L Business Interiors’ Jennifer Noreika with some of the
toys the dealership collected.

Stephanie says that Herald does this
events every other year. “We have not
picked a date yet but plans are in the
works to do something in upstate South
Carolina in the next few months.”

The events all featured tabletop exhibitions with about 15 exhibitors, including
Herald’s printing division which offers
printing, promotion, apparel products and
its latest capability, embroidery. “We had
furniture there along with equipment from
our machines division,” says Stephanie.
“We averaged around 300 attendees at
the Florence, Charleston and Sumter
shows,” she reports. “These were positive
events,” adds Stephanie. “Customers absolutely love and look forward to them.”
One school district brought a bus load of
people. “It is kind of fun when you get 20
or 25 people all coming in at once.”

INDEPENDENT DEALER

Wayne Thomas Bartkowiak, an industry
veteran with more than 30 years’ office
products experience, died January 13
after a lengthy and courageous battle
against cancer. He was 52.
Born and raised in Houston, Wayne
most recently served as executive vice
president, sales and operations, for Reliant Business Products. Prior to that, he
held senior management positions with
Tejas Office Products and S.P. Richards.
Wayne also served for five years on
the executive committee of the AOPD
national and regional accounts dealer
network and continued in several positions as an AOPD volunteer for several
years after.
Wayne was preceded in death by his
father, Harry Bartkowiak, Sr., and his
sister, Rose Ann Fryer. He is survived by
his wife of 35 years, Karen Bartkowiak;
sons, Jason Bartkowiak and Jessica
and Brandon Bartkowiak and Leeanna;
daughter, Candace Faber and husband
Bobby; grandchildren, Logan Faber and
Alison Faber.
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SECRETS of success
Key management team: George Wood,
president and owner; Bob Wood, CEO
Products/Services: office products, furniture,
janitorial, breakroom, printing, ad specialties
Founded: 1981
Employees: 43
Annual Sales: $17.5 million
Key business partners: DSC Purchasing
Group, Essendant, HP, Smead, 3M, Avery,
BIC, HON, Clover, Fellowes, Tops, Bi-silque,
Deflecto
www.greenwoodos.com

Greenwood Office Outfitters, Fort Worth, Texas
Greenwood Office Outfitters, Fort Worth,
Texas, has seen a strong start to 2017. “January is always hectic,” says George Wood,
executive vice president and owner, “but this
is crazy. It’s hard to keep up with the unexpected volume.”
The strength of the business is partly the
result of diversification. Greenwood offers a
range of business products from office and
tech supplies to facility and breakroom products. “Being able to have a complete workspace solution for our customers is the key,”
says Wood
Additionally, Wood sees demand coming
from larger businesses who he says are tired
of seeing terrible service from big box suppliers. Staples was so busy with its merger and
associated legal complications that customer service suffered, says Wood. “We picked
up a couple of customers last year that were
$500,000 and $600,000 a year clients.”
Not that long ago these accounts were unavailable. “They wouldn’t even talk to us,” he
says. To win one of these new accounts he
competed with Office Depot, the incumbent,
and Staples.
After Greenwood won the business, Wood
asked what made the difference. He was told
FEBRUARY 2017

that Office Depot sent a regional manager
and customer service agent, who couldn’t
answer any questions without getting on the
phone with their headquarters.
That customer told Wood, “You brought in
two owners and an IT person who could
provide examples on the fly.” He thought
his business was more important than that
to Depot, but he realized he had been mistaken.
“That is the kind of epiphany these guys are
having,” says Wood. He used to believe that
the typical customer was an account that
did $5,000 to $20,000 a month. He has revised that to include customers who buy as
much as $50,000 a month.
E-commerce is central to the success at
Greenwood Office Outfitters. Five years ago
a trusted confident told Wood that if he didn’t
invest in his digital business he wouldn’t survive. In response, Wood start to make new
demands on his third-party technology provider and when his requests fell flat he took
the task on himself.
One of Wood’s first successes enabled customers to enter orders directly from manufacturer-provided banners and PDFs. With
that success, more manufacturers came to
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Greenwood for the same opportunity.
Also important was control of first-in-search
capabilities. The manufacturers who come
up first in search on Greenwood’s website
are the ones that Wood wants to support.
The digital control Wood has achieved has
required a significant investment, but he
contends it was worth it. “I consider ourselves way ahead of the curve,” he says
confidently.
Greenwood packs about 1,000 boxes a week
with customer orders and make sure a promotion goes into every package. It might be a
special offer or a sample received from one of
Greenwood’s suppliers.
“We have proved that it works especially with
breakroom drinks,” he says. Three years ago
he had never heard of LaCroix beverages;
last year his dealership sold 8,200 cases.
Success on that level calls for a concerted
effort by every Greenwood employee, Wood
contends. From delivery drivers to customer service, everyone mentions the current
promotion on every customer contact. The
same goes with promotions on the website,
e-blasts or sales calls. “Everybody works on
the same goal at the same time,” he adds.
PAGE 13

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

Harry Dochelli, president of Essendant’s office and facilities business, urged dealers
to offer a rich online customer experience and leverage their local presence,
extensive community involvement and relationship building expertise.

Essendant president and CEO Bob Aiken called for fundamental changes in how
dealers and wholesalers work together to maximize growth opportunities.

Industry Disruption Promises
New Dealer Opportunities, Says Essendant
Change in the office products business is
coming faster and stronger than ever, with
distribution channels blurring and challenges from new competitors and new
customer demographics. But out of all the
disruption will come exciting new opportunities for those independents who are
willing to innovate and evolve their value
proposition to meet the demands of a new
and increasingly digital marketplace.
That was the message from Essendant at
the wholesaler’s CORE Live ’17 event in
Las Vegas earlier this month.
At the opening general session, Harry Dochelli, president of Essendant’s office and
facilities business, highlighted the key
FEBRUARY 2017

forces driving change in the market today
and offered guidance on how dealers can
best respond.
Millennials (adults ages 18-35 in 2016),
he pointed out, now represent the largest
segment of the workforce with some 53
million of them in the workplace.
Citing recent Essendant research indicating their growing involvement in purchasing—73% of millennials surveyed
said they are involved in B2B purchasing decision-making and fully 33% of
them now function as the final and sole
decision maker for their organization’s
business products purchases—Dochelli
urged dealers to ensure they offer a rich
INDEPENDENT DEALER

online customer experience and leverage
their local presence, extensive community involvement and relationship building
expertise in order to maintain and grow
market share.
While offering a realistic assessment of the
challenge posed by Amazon and other new
competitors, Dochelli said there are still
plenty of opportunities for independents
who make the necessary adjustments.
At the general session, he offered seven
“Must-Do’s” for dealers to get their share
of future growth:
1. They must clearly differentiate
themselves with a value proposition
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that responds to their customers’
needs and expectations and
highlights their local presence and
the ways they give back to the
community.
2. They must be open to targeting
new customer segments in highpotential vertical markets such
as government, education and
healthcare.
3.They must themselves become
increasingly digital and take their
marketing to the next level by using
analytics and e-marketing resources
to develop highly targeted,
personalized campaigns.
4. They must transform their sales
organizations to ensure their team
is aligned with buyers’ needs
and not just order takers who are
threatened with obsolescence by
technology.
5. They must expand the product
categories they carry into areas
such as safety products, packaging
and food service to grow share of
their customers’ wallets.
6. They must go beyond products to
also sell services and position their
dealerships as genuine problemsolvers for their customers.
7. They must leverage their
nimbleness and local presence to
strengthen customer intimacy and
create a truly superior customer
experience.
Despite all the challenges and new market
demands, Essendant president and CEO
Bob Aiken offered an optimistic view of
the future for independents provided they
embrace change themselves.
“I still see enormous opportunity for us to
grow,” Aiken told dealers. To make that
happen, though, he called for “fundamental changes” in the way dealers and
wholesalers work together.

continued from page 14
He said dealers need to pick their partners and focus their efforts on maximizing
the value of those partners. He said each
member of the partnership should focus
on what they do best and seek to leverage
scale in order to lower their overall cost
structure.
In addition, Aiken urged dealers to simplify their business processes. “Complexity
creates conflict and dampens profits,” he
warned.
Also on the agenda at CORE Live ’17:
nearly two full days of guest speakers and
educational programs and a tradeshow
highlighting the latest products and programs from the wholesaler’s key vendors
and other dealer partners.

In addition to office supplies, product categories covered by the contract include
Classroom, School, Art Supplies and Materials; Home Kitchen, Food and Grocery
items; Books and Digital Content; Musical Instruments; Audiovisual Equipment
and Accessories and Electronics; Higher
Education Scientific Equipment and Lab
Supplies; Clothing, and Animal Supplies,
Equipment and Food.
Currently the County sources its office
supplies from a group of about ten different master agreement holders that includes several locally owned and operated small businesses, in addition to large
national resellers.
It currently uses a similar mix of suppliers in
most of the other product categories covered by the new agreement with Amazon.

Amazon Business Secures
New U.S. Communities
Contract for Office Supplies,
Nine Other Categories

The new contract provides for free twoday shipping on orders of more than $49,
registration for tax-exempt purchasing
programs, purchase-order tracking and
integration with e-procurement systems.

The U.S. Communities purchasing consortium has awarded Amazon Services,
LLC a contract to provide on online marketplace for the purchase of goods and
services in ten different product categories, including office supplies.

The contract has an initial term of five
years to January 18, 2022, with the option to renew for three-additional two-year
periods.

The contract, which was negotiated for
U.S. Communities by Prince William
Country Public Schools as its “contracting agent,” has an estimated value of
$500 million annually, according to the
Request for Proposal issued by Prince
William County Public Schools in connection with the contract.
Amazon’s proposal was accepted by the
Prince William County School Board by
a unanimous vote last month. The vote
was taken by the School Board without
any prior discussion or public comment at
the meeting as part of a “Consent Agenda” vote which also included approval
of “Crossing Guard Appreciation Day,”
among other items.

In a letter to the lead manager on the
award for Prince William County Public
Schools, NOPA executive director Paula Kreuzberg asked for an explanation of
how the decision was made to award the
contract to Amazon.
“We have fielded a lot of calls from small
businesses in PWC who are very disappointed PWCSD didn’t give small businesses an opportunity to bid on this contract and keep the money locally invested,
which in turn gets invested in the community, including in the schools,” Kruezberg
said in her letter.
“PWC is supported by a large number
of small businesses who continue to do
what they can to give back and support
things like teacher scholarship funds only
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to see PWCDC turn around and award
a contract, which clearly was written for
Amazon, to a large corporate company
with no ties to PWC other than maybe to
provide rebates back to the school district
through this contract,” she added.
In addition, Kreuzberg asked that the
County extend any protest window on the
award until the public has had a fair opportunity to review it in its entirety.

U.S. Postal Service Drops
Service at Staples Stores
Following union-backed boycotts and an
adverse labor board ruling, the United
States Postal Service has ended its relationship with Staples by which the Massachusetts-based big box provided USPS
services at its stores.
A USPS spokesperson told the Bloomberg
news service that the decision was made
in order to comply with a National Labor
Relations Board judge’s ruling.
The program began in November 2013,
with the placement of mini post offices in
82 stores, staffed by Staples’s non-union
employees providing services including
Priority Mail.
It was denounced as privatization of the
Postal Service by trade unions, who also
organized boycotts of Staples stores by
their members.
The program also came in for criticism
from the Postal Service’s own Office of
Inspector General.
The Inspector General conducted an audit
last year of the Postal Service’s Approved
Shipper Program, including Staples and
the three other main participants (Office
Depot, PostNet, and The UPS Store).
That review found that the Postal Service
lost revenue due to participants incorrectly accepting boxes with insufficient postage. In addition, according to the audit,
clerks at the private retailers often didn’t
FEBRUARY 2017
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complete certified mail forms correctly
and shippers failed to comply with mail
security requirements.
Also last year, the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) ruled that USPS had
violated federal labor law by refusing to
provide the postal workers’ union with information it had requested about the mini
post office pilot.
Five months later, an NLRB administrative law judge ruled that USPS had failed
to meet its obligation to bargain with the
union over the ongoing Staples arrangement, and issued a recommended order
that would require USPS, if the union requested it, to rescind its arrangement with
Staples, Bloomberg reported.
USPS could have appealed that ruling, but
instead committed to drop Staples from
the Approved Shipper Program, according
to the postal workers’ union, Bloomberg
reported.

In his time at the company, Flores never
had a negative performance review until
he filed complaints about his boss and
took medical leave, according to attorney
Josh Arnold, who also represented Flores.
“The jury found based on the evidence
presented at trial that Mark Flores had
made protected complaints of age and
disability and that Office Depot retaliated
against Mark Flores for those complaints
and for taking CFRA leave,” Arnold said in
reference to the California Family Rights
Acts, the state law that guarantees leave
time for sick or injured employees, the
newspaper reported.
In November 2012, Flores’ supervisor told
him that one of the plaintiff’s older subordinates was having performance issues and
asked Flores to find reasons to fire him, according to the plaintiff’s court papers.
Flores considered the order age discrimination and complained to human resources and to the supervisor’s boss, Flores’
court papers stated.

Calif. Jury Awards $10 Million
in Damages to Former
Office Depot Manager

In March 2013, the supervisor told Flores to
find a way to fire another older worker who
had just returned from medical leave for
cancer, the plaintiff’s court papers stated.

A former Office Depot warehouse manager in Long Beach, California, has won a
$10 million verdict after jurors decided the
company retaliated against him because
he refused to fire two older workers and
took leave time to recover from surgery,
the Long Beach Press Telegram reported
earlier this month.

Flores once again reported what he considered an unlawful order from his boss to
human resources, his court papers stated.

The Los Angeles Superior Court jury directed Office Depot to pay $2 million in
compensatory damages to 58-year-old
Mark Flores and another $8 million in punitive damages.
Flores worked for Office Depot for 17
years and was a supply chain manager at a warehouse in Long Beach where
he managed up to 65 people, according
to court papers and his lead attorney J.
Bernard Alexander, the Press Telegram
reported.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

Then, Flores took time off in April 2013 for
neck and spine surgery, his court papers
stated. When he returned two months
later, his supervisor put him on a performance improvement plan that the plaintiff considered the last step prior to being
fired, his court papers stated.
Flores once more complained to human
resources, but nothing was done and he
was fired in August 2013, his court papers
stated.
Office Depot may seek to overturn the
award, the newspaper reported.
“We disagree with the jury’s verdict and
intend to continue to vigorously defend
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this matter, including affording ourselves
of all possible appeals,” the company told
the newspaper.

Industry Members Visit
City of Hope on Local Tour;
Dates Set for Northern
California Golf Benefit
The Southern California sun may not have
been shining quite as much as usual on
the day, but that did not stop an impressive group of industry executives from
attending last December’s annual Local
Industry Tour of the City of Hope cancer
research and treatment center.
The tour was hosted by long-time City
of Hope supporter Bob Enk, president of
Professional Sales Associates (PSA) and
a member of the City of Hope’s National
Business Product Council.

continued from page 18
“City of Hope has meant so much to me
personally and to our industry, which
has supported it for more than three decades,” said Enk. “The tremendous progress we’ve seen in cancer and diabetes
research and treatment at City of Hope
is promising. To know that much of it is
a result of the ongoing support from the
business products industry provides tremendous satisfaction.”
Separately, event organizers have announced the dates and location for the
8th annual Northern California City of
Hope Golf Benefit.
Co-hosted by Redwood City, California-based independent The Office City
and The Godfrey Group rep organization
in Burlingame, this year’s event, in support of GOJO’s Steve Schultz and his
campaign as the 2017 Spirit of Life Honoree, will take place June 25-26 at The
Olympic Club in San Francisco.

More details will be forthcoming soon, say
the benefit’s organizers. Meanwhile, block
out the dates and start looking forward to
a fun event in support of a worthy cause!

Two New Dealer
Members for AOPD
The American Office Products Distributors national and regional accounts dealer
network (AOPD) last month announced
the addition of two new dealer members: Dillon, South Carolina-based Herald
Office Solutions and Midwest Office in
Springfield, Illinois.
Herald was founded as a printing company in 1893. Today, it has ten sales and
service locations: nine in South Carolina
and one in North Carolina.
Midwest Office operates out of four locations in Illinois, four in Missouri, three
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locations in Kansas and one in California.
Midwest is joining AOPD through its recent acquisition of AOPD member dealer
Smart Business Products in Columbia,
Missouri.
The addition of the two new dealerships
significantly increases AOPD’s number of
dealer locations which further strengthens
its national account network, the organization said.

Independent Stationers
Reports on 2016 Progress
The Independent Stationers dealer coop
last month released details of its accomplishments and progress during 2016.
Highlights included:
• Membership in IS grew by 32 new
dealers in 2016.
• Nearly two dozen new vendors were
added, many of whom were in the
janitorial/sanitation, breakroom and
MRO categories.
• The IS RDC program was
enhanced via central-billing through
Independent Stationers, which the
group said allowed for greater credit
limit flexibility, payment terms and
streamlining of RDC purchases and
payments.

continued from page 19
government, and commercial sector.
• The EPIContent initiative,
undertaken by IS with TriMega,
NOPA, vendor partners and both
national wholesalers, is creating a
valuable tool for the Independent
Dealer Channel with expanded
e-content aimed at providing many
more products for dealers to sell.
• The joint IS-TriMega 2016 EPIC
convention and trade show. The
focus is now on EPIC 2017, which
will be co-located with ISSA, in Las
Vegas in September.
IS said it closed the year financially strong
by reducing the cost-to-serve, controlling
operating expenses, maintaining a stronger balance sheet and continuing to drive
growth and success for members.
Joel Vockrodt, chairman of the IS board of
directors, said, “I am truly excited about
the future for Independent Stationers’
members. Together we can accomplish
great things, and we have a team in place
that stands ready and willing to help each
of us meet our own dealership goals and
objectives.”

New Dealers, Board
Members at Pinnacle

• EDI-PO electronic purchasing
was developed with roll-out to all
members

The Pinnacle Affiliates large dealer group
last month announced the addition of three
new members: Sandia Office Supply, Office Plus of Kansas and Mybinding.com.

• Continued growth of the group’s
Intelliweb Digital Marketing program,
providing members access to
professional, customized website
homepages that generate leads,
deliver engaging email marketing
campaigns and provide creative
blogging on social media platforms.

The largest independent in New Mexico,
Sandia has completed four acquisitions
in the past few years and currently holds
contracts with the state of New Mexico,
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia
National Laboratory and the University of
New Mexico.

• EPIC Business Essentials was fully
developed and continued growth
into 2017 is anticipated, allowing
dealers to sell into the public
sector, healthcare markets, federal
FEBRUARY 2017

Office Plus of Kansas services local and
regional accounts throughout Kansas and
is a woman-owned company whose various business units include American Fun
Food Company, Scott Rice Office InteriINDEPENDENT DEALER

ors, Capitol City Office Products, Office
Mart and Mid-America Office Supplies.
Mybinding.com is one of the largest binding dealerships in the country, with direct
sales offices in Springfield, Illinois; Seattle, Washington and Anaheim, California.
The company’s primary focus is on fastback binding, lamination and larger paper
handling equipment.
Separately, Pinnacle announced the appointment of three new board members.
Elected to three-year terms were:
 on Beam, Complete Office of
•R
Wisconsin, Germantown Wisconsin
•K
 en Schroeder, Friends Office,
Findley, Ohio
•R
 ob Mallin, Village Office Supply,
Somerset, New Jersey

TriMega Offers Review
of 2016 Programs and
Achievements
The TriMega dealer group last month reported on its accomplishments, changes
and progress in 2016. Highlights included:
•T
 he addition of 20 new members,
including The Supply Room
Companies (TSRC, Inc.), Gulf Coast
Business Supply, Emerald Business
Supplies and Louisiana Office Supply
•S
 ignificant progress on the effort to
develop unique Independent Dealer
e-content, actively bringing together
buying groups, manufacturers, NOPA
and wholesalers. Beta testing on this
e-content is to begin in Q1 2017,
TriMega indicated.
•D
 evelopment of what TriMega
claimed to be the first “Purchasing
Clinics” of any buying group. These
all-new, in-house 1½ day handson workshops are intended to
provide insights and education to
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help members develop effective
purchasing strategies to help lower
cost-of-goods, improve turns and
increase margins and rebates.
• Promotion of electronic purchasing
(through EDI), setting up a process
and support network to assist
independent dealers in transitioning
from manual, sometimes inaccurate
purchase orders to efficient and
accurate electronic purchasing.
• Development of an electronic
template and “How To” process
dealers can use to control search
within the constraints of wholesaler
search engines to help drive dealer
sales to TriMega preferred suppliers,
improving rebates for members.
• Creation of the first comprehensive
wholesaler alliance with Essendant,
to improve relevancy to suppliers,
create additional value to members
while eliminating redundant costs in
the channel.
• Agreement to co-host with AOPD the
Kinetic 2017 event, the second joint
TriMega One-on-One Meeting and
AOPD Annual Meeting, with the goal
of leveraging synergies and reducing
costs in the channel.
• The addition of several new suppliers
to the organization, primarily in Jan/
San and other emerging categories
including cleaning chemicals, safety
and medical supplies.
• Continued grow of the NEXT
Committee, TriMega’s group of
emerging young industry leaders.
Current NEXT Committee activities
include regular networking calls,
educational webinar sessions and,
most recently, a new exchange
program called NexChange between
dealer personnel.
• Co-hosting with Independent
Stationers of a near-record EPIC
2016 event in Nashville. The event
FEBRUARY 2017
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debuted several new components
such as EPIC Get Togethers (oneon-one appointment setting on the
show floor), a “forDealers, byDealers”
education forum and the largest
tradeshow floor in EPIC history.
• Launch of a brand refresh of TriMega,
which included the debut of a new
tagline, “In Your Corner”, designed to
reinforce the message that throughout
all of the twists, turns and tribulations
that the industry has undergone,
TriMega always has, and always will
be in the corner of its members and
supplier partners.
• Introduction of a new Compliance
Bonus Pool which delivers incremental
disbursements to members who
support the organization and its
preferred suppliers.
In addition, TriMega said it once again
paid 100% of all rebates earned to members and closed the year financially fit
and fiscally responsible. TriMega said it
has reduced operating expenses by 30%
over the past four years while it claimed
to maintain the strongest balance sheet of
any buying group in the channel.
“We are extremely pleased with TriMega’s progress this past year,” commented
Mike Maggio, president of TriMega. “Having said that, in 2017 we will continue to
work hard to improve cost-of-goods for
our members, reduce the cost-to-serve
for our supplier partners and continue to
innovate to drive growth and success for
our members.”

WPF President and CEO
Greg Nemchick Announces
Retirement
Greg Nemchick, president and CEO of
the Workplace Furnishings dealer association (WPF) has announced he is retiring from his position with the group, effective April 30.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

An office furnishings veteran with over 30
years of industry experience, Nemchick
joined WPF as its chief executive in 2009.
He previously held senior management
positions with several leading contract
furniture dealers as well as serving as a
regional manager for Herman Miller.
“Greg Nemchick has provided outstanding
leadership and direction to Workplace Furnishings as its president and CEO over the
past eight years,” commented Peter Kordus, WPF chair and president and CEO of
Building Service, Inc. in Milwaukee.
“In addition to consolidating its position as
the industry’s premier dealer buying group,
Greg has grown dealer membership and
manufacturer participation and spearheaded the introduction of a broad range of new
value-added programs and services…He
is leaving WPF in the strongest condition
it has ever enjoyed and we are grateful to
him for his many contributions to the organization and its members.”

Said Nemchick, “I am proud of the
achievements we have generated at WPF
over the past eight years but it is time for a
change…The good news is that I am leaving WPF in good hands, with an outstanding staff of veteran industry professionals who I know will keep the association
strong and growing.”
Steve Halper, WPF’s corporate secretary,
will be leading the search for Nemchick’s
successor, Kordus indicated.
Halper can be contacted by email at
shalper@katzmanlaw.com.
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BSA Elects Six New
Standards Council Members
The Business Solutions Association (BSA)
has elected six new members of its Standards Council, an organization within the
association whose mission is to develop
high industry standards, best practices
and technological advances to promote
the industry’s growth and success.
New Standards Council members for
2017, who will begin their service next
month, include Dawn Austin, Pentel of
America (reappointment); Jeffrey Buysse,
GOJO Industries; T.J. Crayne, PTC Associates; Brian Ernst, ECi Software Solutions; Carrie Eidem, Safco Products, and
Steven Glass, Midwest Resource Group.
For more information, visit www.businesssolutionsassociation.com/?page=StandardsCouncil.

Education Market Veteran
Scott Beyer Joins EDmarket
Team
Education market veteran Scott L. Beyer has joined the Education Market Association (EDmarket) as director of sales
and development. In that position, he will
primarily be responsible for selling and
growing exhibitor participation and sponsorship for the association’s tradeshows,
but he will also tap into his experience
as a dealer to help meet the needs of all
channel partners, the association said.
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Beyer brings over 25 years of industry and
early childhood education market experience, most recently as the merchandise
manager, early childhood and special
needs, for School Specialty in Greenville,
Wisconsin.
Contact Beyer at sbeyer@edmarket.org or
(800) 395-5550, ext. 1026.

Logicblock Integrates With
Essendant’s Digital Services
Program
Dealer technology provider Logicblock has
announced its latest wholesaler integration, this time tying in various components
of Essendant’s Digital Services program.
The program offers an extensive library
of customizable campaigns, campaign
tools and templates that allows resellers
to build fully integrated campaigns and
marketing materials online whenever they
are needed.
The following Digital Services components are now integrated and available on
Logicblock’s 7cart e-commerce system:

integrate with Essendant’s email
marketing program, providing
another layer of actionable analytics
data.
“The combined power of our 7cart, bestin-breed web store and the Digital Services program offered by Essendant allows us to expand our solution to further
meet the needs of the dealer,” commented Logicblock president Alexander Nicolaides. “By having easy access to marketing campaigns, behavior-based analytics
and tools that ultimately will help increase
average order value, our customers can
take the success of their e-commerce
website even further.”
By the end of the first quarter in 2017,
Logicblock said it plans to fully complete
its integration with Essendant’s Digital
Services program by releasing the Ratings and Reviews component as well as
Landing Page Support.
For more information, call Logicblock at
800-808-2660. To order these services,
Essendant dealers can place an order
with their Essendant sales representative
or email AdvertisingCustomerService@
Essendant.com.

 mart Search – Delivers powerful,
•S
relevant search results by
combining advanced technology
and consistently updated industryspecific content and search patterns.

Bi-silque and TriMega Launch
New Partnership Agreement

•P
 remium Relationships –
Drives convenience for the
shopper, provides effective web
merchandising and increases
order value for businesses by
recommending four categories of
products: accessories, supplies,
companions and family.

TriMega Purchasing Association and visual communication products manufacturer
Bi-silque announced last month that BiSilque has been awarded the “Preferred
Supplier” position at TriMega for the Visual Communications Category, effective
2017-2019. Bi-silque makes MasterVision
products, among other brands.

•D
 igital Analytics – Helps resellers
collect, measure and analyze
information and insight about
customer shopping and purchasing
behavior, allowing them to initiate
website improvements and make
informed marketing decisions that
grow revenue. This feature will also

The new agreement will be focused on
strategic category management and capitalizing on growth in the visual communication space for the association’s members, the two organizations said.
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Beth Wright, Bi-silque chief commercial
officer, commented on the relationship:
“Bi-silque is committed to consistently
delivering category growth for our customers through category management
and rapid new product development. We
look forward to bringing these solutions
to bear with the expansion of our relationship with TriMega.”

Clover Adds New
Senior Executives

“TriMega continues to be focused on helping our members pursue strategic opportunities in growth categories to help drive
top and bottom line results,” remarked
Tom Hoffman, TriMega’s VP of purchasing.
“Selecting that right partner to position our
members for the future is a critical decision
and we are very pleased to be working with
Bi-silque/MasterVision in this effort.”

“Solutions are integral to our ability to create strategic alliances with dealers and
other channel partners that transcend
traditional transactional relationships,”
said Luke Goldberg, EVP Global Sales
and Marketing for CIG. “Given Aaron and
Matt’s record of accomplishment of driving consultative growth initiatives for the
better part of the last 15 years, we could
not be more excited to bring them aboard
as part of our already formidable executive leadership team.”

Complete details of the new TriMega program with Bi-silque are available to TriMega members in the Supplier Directory in
the members-only section of the trimega.
org website.

Clover Imaging Group (CIG) last month
announced two additions to its executive
team: Aaron Dyck and Matthew K. McGuire. Dyck is joining the company as VP
of CIG Solutions; McGuire will serve as
director of CIG Solutions.

Quality Product

With more than a decade of experience
in the imaging industry, Dyck has created,
structured, and led sales organizations
within enterprise software, manufacturing, distribution, and marketing across the
United States and has been recognized
as an elite, young influencer by The Cannata Report.
McGuire has more than nine years of international work experience in business
development and marketing. Since 2008,
McGuire has worked in various senior
management positions within the office
technology channel, including experience
that covers enterprise software, SaaS programs, data-driven automation, manufacturing and distribution models, and providing OEM solutions.
Visit www.cloverimaging.com/video/485/5
for more information.
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Global Seating Solutions (GSS) is a
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•
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Structure

•

The Godfrey Group is a premier
manufacturer’s representative group.

•

As an award winning sales group, their
goal is to find the most cost-effective
seating solutions for their customers.
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Smead Reports On 2016
Accomplishments
Smead Manufacturing last month reported on several significant accomplishments in 2016, including the celebration
of the company’s 110th year of business.
Smead said its major initiatives in 2016 included a stronger focus on e-commerce,
the expansion of distribution channels
for existing product lines and a renewed
focus on reinforcing the Smead brand to
increase mindshare among partners and
consumers.
In addition, the organization said it
strengthened its executive leadership
team by naming Casey Avent as president. Casey represents the fourth generation to lead Smead, a family-owned
business since its inception in 1906. The
company has been a woman-owned busi-

continued from page 24
ness since 1955 and Sharon Avent continues in her role as CEO.
“2016 marked our 110th anniversary and
it’s been a hallmark year for many reasons
beyond our celebration of longevity,” said
Casey Avent. “We’re investing in strengthening our e-commerce position across all
channels and pursuing expansion through
a search for strategic acquisitions or joint
ventures. It’s an exciting time for Smead
as we leverage the power of our historic
business brand while building a new future based on product diversification.”
Also in 2016, Smead launched a joint venture initiative with Justick, a unique adhesion whiteboard solution, to broaden its
product and customer base.
The company reported it has also introduced many of its existing products to retailers and wholesalers, as well as through
its e-commerce partners.

For the past several months Smead said
it has been involved in an active search
for acquisition targets that represent complementary business opportunities. This
activity is part of Smead’s overall strategy
to continue to expand its brand reach and
broaden revenue streams, the company
indicated.
“We’re looking forward to the next chapter at Smead, one that allows us to evolve
along with our industry while leveraging
the history of our brand,” said Sharon
Avent. “While we will continue to focus on
our dedicated customers and employee
base, two of the critical success factors
of our business, we plan to expand in the
coming years to find new opportunities
that complement our existing business.
We’re confident this approach will ensure
growth over the next 100 years as well.”
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Announcing our partnership
•

Global Seating Solutions (GSS) is a direct manufacturer of high quality, affordable seating solutions.

•

GSS offers Executive, Task, and Big & Tall selections with the ability to personalize each chair.

•

Frey Gaede was founded in 1948 and services 14 Midwestern states and 11 Southern states.

866-857-7864
www.globalseatingsolutions.com

FEBRUARY 2017

800-522-2798
www.freygaede.com
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Industry news
OFM Launches New
‘Essentials by OFM’ Line
Holly Springs, North Carolina-based office and school furniture manufacturer
OFM last month announced the launch of
its Essentials by OFM line.
OFM said the new line dramatically expand its everyday furniture offering, with
over 100 new desks, chairs, and tables,
all being introduced over a two-year span.
“OFM has a built a great reputation, not
just for the quality of our furniture, but also
for our customer service,” said Blake Zalcberg, president of OFM. “Now everyone
can enjoy what we have to offer, whether
you’re searching for the perfect table for
your living room or the right desk for your
dorm room.”
Currently, OFM already has 50 new models in stock including leather seating, mesh
seating, folding tables and chair mats, and
is expanding this list by the end of Q2 2017
into over 100 new items.

continued from page 25
’80s and Todd Gaede in the ’90s.
In 2001, Frey Gaede partnered with Gary
Brusa, a former Fellowes regional sales
manager, and Frey Gaede Brusa (FGB)
was formed. FGB expanded the company’s coverage to include thirteen states in
the central part of the country.
The following year, FGB acquired George
Smith & Associates in Dallas. In 2009,
FGB acquired Blazer Associates, expanding coverage to the seven southeastern
states. The Frey Gaede Brusa name was
changed to Blazer Brusa SALES.
In 2014, Tri-Gold Associates of Atlanta
was acquired to deepen coverage and
penetration in the southeast. Frey Gaede
has four owners; Jim Gaede, John Frey
Jr., Todd Gaede and Gary Brusa. They are
one of the largest manufacturing rep organizations in the country with 26 representatives covering 25 states.

HON Introduces Centerpiece,
New Veneer Collection

Frey Gaede Rep Group
Consolidates Brand Name

FEBRUARY 2017

MWA Furniture Group of Indianapolis,
Paul Coriden and Associates of Chicago and Cooper-Chase of Louisville, Kentucky, have announced completion of their
planned merger and will go by the business
name of CORIDEN, Inc. going forward.
The new entity will provide a broad array
of sales and marketing services to the
office products and commercial furniture
industries in the upper Midwest region,
including Michigan, Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota, N. Dakota, S. Dakota,
Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Kentucky, W. Virginia, Tennessee and Indiana,
the company said.
Leadership at the new company, which
is headquartered in Chicago, is made up
of Matt Maller, president; Craig Hajduk,
VP office products channel; Ron Elzy,
VP contract furniture channel and Chase
Elzy, VP home and e-commerce channel.
For more information, contact Maller (PH:
708-452-0595) or visit www.coriden.us.

Configura Announces
Partnership with Open
Systems Technologies

The Frey Gaede independent rep group,
now in its 69th year, last month announced
it has consolidated Blazer Brusa SALES
and Frey Gaede & Company under the
Frey Gaede name. There will not be any
changes in management or personnel,
simply the branding of both companies
under one name, the company indicated.
The email suffix for all personnel will be
simplified to @FG1948.com.

The business was founded in 1948 by
Arthur Frey. Art’s son John joined in the
1960s, to be followed by the addition of
Jim Gaede in the ’70s, John Frey Jr. in the

Merger for MWA, Coriden and
Cooper Chase Rep Groups

Configura, maker of CET Designer
space-planning software, last month
announced a collaboration agreement
with Grand Rapids-based Open Systems Technologies (OST) that it said will
increase opportunities for more CET Designer Extensions around the globe.

The HON Company has introduced a new
veneer collection of office suite essentials under the Centerpiece name. The
line is available in a variety of finishes and
comes with distinctive glass doors and
satin finish handles add color and texture.
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Through the agreement, OST is now a formal Implementation Partner of Configura
and is authorized to develop CET Designer Extensions.

continued on page 27 >>
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“With current customers wanting even
more from CET Designer, and with many
new manufacturers adopting our solution,
we need Implementation Partners like
OST to help us serve our rapidly expanding base of customers,” commented Configura vice president Peter Brandinger.
“Through our collaboration with OST, we
can develop and offer more Extensions,
products and functionality to our manufacturer customers and end users.”

Horizon Keystone Financial,
Office Furniture Leasing
Resource, Acquired by Marlin
Business Services
Horizon Keystone Financial, one of the
leading providers of leasing and similar
financing resources to the office furniture
industry, announced last month its acqui-

continued from page 26
sition by Marlin Business Services Corp.
Marlin and its wholly-owned operating
subsidiary, Marlin Business Bank, are
publicly traded (MRLN).
The acquisition, Marlin’s first, represents
an important milestone for the company
and extends Marlin’s existing equipment
finance business into new and attractive
markets, the company said in a statement.
“Horizon Keystone is an ideal complement to our existing equipment finance
business by providing Marlin with the opportunity to enter new equipment markets
while further leveraging our existing infrastructure,” said Jeffrey Hilzinger, Marlin’s
president and CEO.
“Also, by providing Horizon Keystone
with access to our technology, marketing
resources and low cost funding platform,
we believe that there is an opportunity
to significantly accelerate Horizon Keystone’s future growth.”

“Becoming part of the Marlin organization
represents a very positive move both for
Horizon Keystone and the office furniture
industry in general,” commented Horizon
Keystone VP of client business services
Janeen Waddell.
“It means we will be able to broaden the
scope of our finance products and services and be even more competitive in the
marketplace. Horizon Keystone enjoyed a
very strong 2016 and with the additional
resources now at our disposal, we will be
able to take what we do to the next level
and become an even more valuable partner for our dealer customers.”
Visit
www.FurnitureFinancing.net
or
contact Waddell directly at 800-606-0049
x124; Janeen@horizonkeystone.com for
more information.

2016 NOPA Scholarship Winner
Rebecca Borgman
Southwestern College
Sponsored by: Eakes Office Solutions

My name is Rebecca Borgman. I live in Platte Center, NE, and am the oldest of three children. During
high school I participated in One Act, Mock Trial, Speech, Viking Voices (show choir), and Student
Managed for the Softball team. I have two very memorable accomplishments from these activities. They
are from Speech and Viking Voices. My senior year I made it to State Speech placing ninth in Poetry.
Through Viking Voices I was able to travel to Branson Missouri to open for two Branson On Stage Live
performances. I am active in my church and have served as a Youth Lay Leader for the last two years. I
am also active in youth group, youth choir, the youth talent troupe, youth musicals, and mission team. All
of my activities have helped to shape me into the person I am today. I want to take all that I have learned
and apply it to my future. Now that I have finished high school my plans for the next few years are to
attend college to attain a degree in Philosophy and Religion. I plan to then attend seminary to become a
pastor in the Methodist Church.

Now Accepting 2017 Scholarship Applications! Employees and immediate family members of all National Office
Products Alliance (NOPA) member companies are eligible to apply for annual scholarships. This is open to high school
seniors, college students and graduate students. Click here to apply now
Thank you to our Founding Partners who initiated the NOPA Scholarship Program: 3M Company, ACCO World Corporation, Al Aigner Memorial
Fund, Ampad, Avery Dennison, Douglas K. and Doreen E. Chapman, Barry Coyle Memorial Fund, C-Thru Ruler Company, Esselte Pendaflex, Fellowes,
Inc, Fortune Brands, Donald P. Haspel Memorial Fund, The HON Company, Richard J. Kilpatrick, NOPA District 8, Office Furniture Recyclers Forum,
Donald F. Pike/ The Great Lakes Travelers Club Memorial Fund, Quartet Manufacturing Company, Charles G. Stott & Company, George A. Thompson
Memorial Fund, United Stationers, Gerald Weiner Memorial Fund, Howard M. Wolf Memorial Fund, and Howard & Barbara Wolf Family Foundation
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NOPAnews

NOPA Responds to GSA’s Proposed
Schedule 75 Reopening
NOPA managing director Paula Kreuzberg has called on the
General Services Administration (GSA) to move quickly on its
proposed reopening of the Multiple Award Schedule 75 covering
office products and supplies.

“If this new process is going to take 6-12 months to get a new
Schedule 75, this effort will fail,” Kreuzberg predicted, calling for
a turnaround time on new Schedule 75 applications of no longer
than 30-90 days.

In December, GSA issued a Request for Information (RFI) from
vendors to the federal government and other industry stakeholders, asking for feedback on the agency’s proposed plans for
re-opening Schedule 75.

Kreuzberg also called for the formation of an Industry Advisory Council (IAC) to permit GSA and the industry to work more
closely together to ensure that reopening and maintaining an effective Schedule 75 program is possible.

At that time, GSA indicated it is planning to transform the existing Schedule 75 by adding a new, enhanced Special Item Number (SIN 75 2XX) and combining the existing SIN 75 200 (Office
Products) and SIN 75 210 (Office Services) into a single Office
Supplies and Services SIN (revised SIN 75 200).

“An IAC would provide GSA with better insight into the industry
and ideas that might make Schedule 75 a more effective tool
for the federal government and provide industry with a better
understanding of GSA’s process and reasoning for implementing
various procurement initiatives,” Kruezberg contended.

The goals of this initiative, GSA indicated, are to increase the
opportunity for small business participation by 5%; improve
customers’ value on MAS 75 by offering more favorable terms/
conditions and savings, and increase use of the schedule by
government purchasers outside the continental United States
(OCONUS).

Kreuzberg also asked for clarification on a number of key issues related to GSA’s procurement plans such as future sales
opportunities for businesses without an FSSI OS3 contract, the
agency’s intentions regarding a possible FSSI OS4 award, pricing policy and implications for existing Schedule 75-200 award
holders.

GSA also said the new enhanced SIN will incorporate what it
termed “all of the Best In Class (BIC) features” of the OS3 version of its Federal Strategic Sourcing Initiative (FSSI) for office
supplies.

Also, Kreuzberg asked GSA to explain its rationale for the 2%
“Industrial Funding Fee” proposed for the new schedule and
called on the agency to provide details of its specific plans to
increase small business participation by an additional 5%.

At the same time, though, GSA said it plans to continue with
FSSI OS3 as a separate acquisition vehicle until final option expiration in 2019.

Kreuzberg also said the go/no-go requirements for the award
contained in GSA’s Request for Information are extremely restrictive against smaller dealers and favor competitors.

In a letter last month to Wdonna Woods, contracting officer
within GSA’s Federal Acquisition Service (FAS), NOPA managing
director Kreuzberg said the association supports the agency’s
plan to reopen Schedule 75, but warned that if the agency failed
to have the necessary staff and resources in place to review and
approve new Schedule 75 applicants quickly, the reopening will
do more harm than good.

“NOPA is very interested in working closer with GSA on reopening Schedule 75, but … there are more questions that industry
needs answered before it can provide you with more detailed
answers to questions GSA has asked,” Kreuzberg told GSA’s
Woods, stressing again the benefits of setting up an Industry
Advisory Council to facilitate greater cooperation.

FEBRUARY 2017
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CITY OF HOPE’S NATIONAL BUSINESS PRODUCTS INDUSTRY

Bob Parker Memorial Golf Outing

HOST E D BY

DI N N ER SPONSORED BY

MAY
15-16
2017
Kiawah Island Resort, Ocean Course & Sanctuary Hotel
KIAWAH ISLAND, SOUTH CAROLINA

Join us May 15 and 16 for the annual Bob Parker Memorial
Golf Outing at Kiawah Island benefiting lifesaving cancer and
diabetes research and treatment at City of Hope.
For more than 30 years, City of Hope’s National Business
Products Industry has helped raise more than $155 million
toward advancing City of Hope’s mission to find cures.
Join us for a memorable two days as you play golf on the
legendary Ocean Course, ranked among the top courses in
America, and stay at the award-winning Sanctuary Hotel at
Kiawah Island Resort.
Visit CityofHope.org/nbpi for more information or contact
Matt Dodd at 866-905-HOPE.

STEVE SCHULTZ
North American and
International Business
President and Chief
Operating Officer,
GOJO Industries
2017 Spirit of Life® Honoree

By Michael Chazin

By now, the logic should have a familiar ring: Sales of traditional
office supplies are declining and dealers need to offset the decline
by adding new products to their mix.

continued on page 31 >>
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Safety products are just one of the latest, but certainly not the
last categories to fit the bill and while they haven’t yet achieved
the same level of acceptance among dealers as jan-san or
breakroom products, sales momentum in the channel for safety
products is clearly growing.

sify if we wanted to continue to grow,” he says.
Office products numbers at Gibson’s have remained strong
though, and with the addition of furniture and facilities supplies
the dealership has grown 40 percent every year for the last four
years. “We expect to grow another 40 percent this year,” he adds.
At S.P. Richards’ Advantage Business Conference last July the
Ewings heard over and over that they needed to start selling
safety products. “We really wanted to get in, and give it a try,”
says Ewing.
One of the biggest challenges was gaining the knowledge they
needed to sell these additional categories. With help from S. P.
Richards the brothers got started selling safety products in the
second half of 2016. “Because of the work we did over the last
six months and at the beginning of this year we have started
to see more opportunity,” says Ewing. Safety products now account for about 6 percent of sales, and he expects that percentage to grow appreciably this year.

“Safety products allow us to bring new value to our customers,”
says Roger Kane, vice president at Twist Office Products, Wood
Dale, Illinois and Minneapolis. Kane adds. “The safety category
in the U.S. is more than $10 billion annually,” he says, “and it has
had an annual growth rate of 6 percent for 10 consecutive years.”

Josh Ewing, Gibson’s Office Solutions: Selling safety products is not just about pricing.
It is also about customer service and product reliability.

Josh Ewing and his brother bought Gibson’s Office Solutions in
Tucson, Arizona four years ago. Initially they thought they would
just be selling pens, pencils and paper. “It was a pretty small
company, more like a store front,” says Ewing. It wasn’t involved
much with B2B sales.
“We bought it, transitioned it and got the e-commerce website
going. Then industry numbers showed us that office products
were actually a declining category, and that we needed to diverFEBRUARY 2017

When dealers see a decline in sales of paper and toner, two high
volume categories, it is only natural to consider some adjustments. “My partner and I looked at this about five years ago,”
says Keith Powell, vice president and co-owner of Pay-LESS Office Products, Omaha, Nebraska. “We decided that we had to
embrace and promote these different categories,” he says. “That
is why we have specialists on staff who will go out with the sales
team and go in the back door to see the behind-the-scenes people who buy safety supplies.”

Keith Powell, Pay-LESS Office Products: We have specialists on staff who go out with
the sales team and go looking for the safety supplies buyer.

Safety Set to Grow

The growth potential of safety products is a matter of record.
“The whole cleaning and breakroom category is the fastest growing category within our industry,”
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says Kane. “And the safety portion of cleaning and breakroom is
the fastest growing component of that.”

know we have this new category. Anytime we can, we get in front
of customers and tell them more.”

At Complete Office of Wisconsin, Germantown, Wisconsin, safety products have been part of the mix for close to 10 years but
it is only in the past four years or so that salespeople have been
pushing the category, reports Keith Madden, director of janitorial
and breakroom supplies sales.

Ives suggests that the biggest competition for safety product
sales is from big boxes and other independents. Other competitors also mentioned frequently by dealers include W.W. Grainger,
Cintas and Uline.

Madden and other dealers talk about how adding safety products to the mix furthers their ability to become a one-stop source
for customers. If a customer is buying office products from one
supplier, facility supplies from another and safety products from
yet a third, Complete Office points out how wasteful that is in
terms of time and effort.

“If we can come up to a customer and say we can get your janitorial products and your safety products at a better price,” he
says that helps close the deal. “They only have to cut one P.O.
and order with no minimums and get next-day delivery.”
Office City Express, Delaware, Ohio, keeps its marketing calendar in sync with both TriMega and S.P. Richards so that it’s easy
to time product activity and take advantage of in-force promotions. “I also have my sales team pick something in the safety
catalog that they can talk about,” says Michelle Ives, vice president-sales and co-owner.
She tells her salespeople to make sure they talk safety every time
they visit a customer. “For instance, I notice you have chemicals
set up in the back room. Do you have an eye-wash station that is
in line with the number of people who work there?” she suggests.
Achieving success with safety products really comes down to
calling on current customers and making sure you verbally tell
them you offer the category, suggests Ewing. “We feature safety
products on our website and talk to our customers to let them
FEBRUARY 2017

“Everybody is competition,” says Ives. “If we don’t offer it they
are automatically going to go someplace else, so let’s make sure
they know we offer it.”

Get the Word Out on
Safety

Dale Bloem, Brown & Saenger: If clients are made aware that you carry safety
products, you should start to see sales.

Safety suppliers have told Dale Bloem that customers don’t
typically think of their office supply dealer as a source for safety products. Bloem, operations manager for Brown & Saenger,
Sioux Falls, South Dakota, says, “If you talk to Acme United they
will tell you that most of your clients don’t even know you sell
safety products, and they buy them someplace else.” His salespeople tell him that the most frequent response they get from
clients is “Gee, I didn’t know you sold that.”
The dealership has been activity pursuing safety business for more
than two years, and that lack of awareness has started to change.
Bloem suggests that dealers can build awareness through their
website or through conversations with clients—whether during a
business review or discussing flyers or e-blasts.
“Many of the flyers that we do are as much awareness-oriented
as they are sales flyers,” he says. “They are meant to help our
clients understand that we sell safety products.”
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Supplies
that work
hard for you.
Products that work as hard as you do. From the
most basic to the most specialized needs, 3M
offers the health and safety protection you
and your workers need most, so everyone
can perform at their best.

Hearing Protection

Protective Eyewear

3M™ E-A-R™ and PELTOR™ Hearing Protection Products are some
of the most recognized on the market and are designed to provide
protection, comfort and ease of use.

Includes a variety of modern and stylish glasses. Eyewear is
available with a selection of coatings, lens types and accessories.

Mfr. #

Description

Mfr. #

Description

List Price

List Price

6 MMM 113800000020

3M™ BX ™ Protective Eyewear, Clear,
Anti-fog Lens, Silver/Black Frame, EA

$7.93
$9.63

EarPlugs
MMM 3111250

3M™ E-A-Rsoft™ Yellow Neons™
with cord, 200 Pairs/PK

$79.43

7 MMM 122610000020

3M™ Privo™ Protective Eyewear, Clear,
Anti-Fog Lens, Black Frame, EA

2 MMM 3121250

3M™ E-A-Rsoft™ Yellow Neons™
Uncorded, 200 Pairs/PK

$39.48

8 MMM 118720000020

3M™ Virtua™ CCS Protective Eyewear,
with Foam Gasket, Clear, Anti-fog Lens, EA

$13.05

9 MMM 113740000020

3M™ BX ™ Reader Protective Eyewear,
Clear, Silver Frame, +1.5 Diopter, EA

$18.88

10 MMM 114760000010

3M™ Light Vision™ 2 Protective Eyewear,
Clear, Anti-Fog Lens, Gray Frame, EA

$28.70

11 MMM 13407000005

3M™ Smart Lens™ Protective Eyewear,
Photochromatic Lens, Black Frame, EA

$106.04

1

Protective Earmuffs
3 MMM X4A

3M™ PELTOR™ X Series Over-the-Head
Earmuff, EA

$49.41

4 MMM X5A

3M™ PELTOR™ X Series Over-the-Head
Earmuff, EA

$53.96

5 MMM 9054100000V

3M Digital WorkTunes Hearing
Protector and AM/FM Stereo Radio,
featuring Voice Assist, EA
™

™

$100.75

7
3
1

4

9

5

2

6

8

10

11

Respiratory Protection
Respiratory safety solutions for your many workplace challenges—whether it’s a disposable or reusable option that suits
your workers best. Helping to provide you with protection and comfort for a range of applications and conditions.
12

3M™ Disposable Respirators

13

Our disposable respirators are designed to help provide quality, reliable worker
respiratory protection.

14

15

Mfr. #

Description

12

MMM 9105PB1A

3M™ VFlex™ Particulate Respirator, 20/PK

List Price
$24.05

13

MMM 8210PB1A

3M™ Particulate Respirator, 20/PK

$35.00

14

MMM 8511PB1A

3M™ Particulate Respirator, 10/PK

$35.00

3M™ Half Facepiece Reusable Respirators & Refill Cartridges
Reusable—just replace cartridges and filters when used to capacity.
Suitable for use against a variety of gases, vapors and particulate hazards.

17

16

Mfr. #

Description

15

MMM 6100

3M™ Half Facepiece Reusable Respirator 6100/07024 Small, EA

$22.25

16

MMM 60921

3M™ Organic Vapor Cartridge/Filter 60921, P100, 2/PK

$39.46

MMM 60926

3M™ Multi Gas/Vapor Cartridge/Filter 60926, P100, 2/PK

$43.36

MMM 6003

3M™ Organic Vapor/Acid Gas Cartridge 6003/07047, 2/PK

$21.35

MMM 2091

3M™ Particulate Filter 2091/07000, P100, 2/PK

$11.95

17

List Price

3M™ Full Facepiece Respirator 6000 Series
Feature a large, clear lens, giving you a wide field of vision. Multifunctional design provides
three setting: air purifying respirator (APR), supplied air respirator (SA), and powered air
purifying respirator (PAPR).
Mfr. #
18 MMM 6800

18

MMM 6900

Description

List Price

6800, Medium, EA

$248.58

6900, Large, EA

$248.58

WARNING

RESPIRATORY PRODUCTS
These respirators help protect against certain airborne contaminants. Before use, the wearer must read and understand the
User Instructions provided as a part of the product packaging. A written respiratory protection program must be implemented
meeting all the requirements of OSHA 1910.134 including, but not limited to, training, fit testing and medical evaluation. In Canada,
CSA standards Z94.4 requirements must be met and/or requirements of the applicable jurisdiction, as appropriate. Misuse may
result in sickness or death. For proper use, see packaging instructions, supervisor, or call 3M PSD Technical Service in the USA
at 800-243-4630. In Canada, call Technical Service at 800-267-4414.

Head Protection
Hard Hat head protection with engineering advancements in suspension design, a lightweight shell, and a patented
UV indicator, the 3M™ Hard Hats H-700 series help alleviate workers' frustration with hard hats on the job.

19

20

21

3M™ Hard Hats
Mfr. #

Description

List Price

19 MMM H701RUV

3M™ Hard Hat with Uvicator™ Sensor, White, 4-Point Ratchet Suspension, EA

20 MMM H702RUV

3M™ Hard Hat with Uvicator™ Sensor, Yellow, 4-Point Ratchet Suspension, EA

$22.26

21 MMM H801RUV

3M™ Full Brim Hard Hat with Uvicator™ Sensor, White,
4-Point Ratchet Suspension, EA

$30.25

$22.26
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ernment agency.”
“OSHA compliance standards changed last year,” adds Ives.
“Because of that we made sure that we talked to every single office that we went into and asked if they had a compliant first-aid
kit that was appropriate for the number of people in the building.”

Safety
Products
Best Sellers

Safety for Everyone

For Josh Ewing and his team, local market factors have helped
grow demand for safety products. There’s been a surge in construction business in Tucson, and some national companies have
decided to open outposts there.

According to Dave Kollitz, business development manager for S. P. Richards,
here are the top five safety products
nationally. Individual markets may show
purchasing differences but it is a good
bet that dealers can sell these products
no matter where they are located:

“Our biggest market right now are construction or excavating
teams,” he reports. One of the top-selling safety products is
safety vests. “Even in the landscape business they have to wear
safety vests,” explains Ewing.
When it comes to safety products, he adds, all businesses have
to abide by the same regulations and rules. “If we can provide
those items needed to meet those rules and regulations, put
their logo on it and give it to them at a better price, there’s no reason that we shouldn’t earn their business,” says Ewing. Gibson’s
gets its personal protection equipment from Ergodyne, which
can add logos to safety vests that are ordered.

• Disposable gloves
• Work gloves
• First-aid kits
• Safety glasses
• High visibility apparel/safety vests

Powell suggests lack of awareness is one of the biggest obstacles that office products dealers have to face. He says that PayLESS has always been branded as an office supply provider and
nothing else.
When he goes out with his salespeople he makes it a point to let
people know that the whole facility category—including safety
products—is available. “It’s a matter of brand awareness to let
customers know that we sell this category,” he says.
“A lot of people never thought of us for safety products until the
last four years when we have been out there pushing the category,” says Madden, He maintains that Essendant has played
a big role to help establish that awareness. “They have opened
the door for us. Customers can go online and see all the safety
products that Essendant offers,” says Madden. Safety product
sales at Complete Office currently account for little more than
two percent of total sales, but that is definitely growing, he adds.
One key driving force behind safety product sales is compliance,
says Kane. Often when selling safety products Twist’s salespeople end up talking to a human resources manager. “HR gets intimately involved with safety,” he says. “They want to know that
they are not going to have issues with OSHA or any other govFEBRUARY 2017

At Twist, blue-collar businesses, including small manufacturing
and construction, have been the biggest buyers of safety products. “We’ve also had success with a large construction company,” says Kane. He has visited the company’s warehouse and
says that it has aisles and aisles of safety equipment filled with
goggles, ear plugs and safety vests. “When it comes to defibrillators schools and public areas have compliance issues as well.”
“There isn’t one customer that doesn’t use safety products in
one way or another,” explains Madden. He says that Complete
Office sells to manufacturing plants, which use a lot of hearing
and eye protection. Still other customers continue to surprise
him. “I had a call this morning from a day care center that was
looking for Tyvek suits,” he says. Teachers wanted to wear them
when they were out on the playground with the children to keep
their clothes from getting dirty.
Office City Express ordered 500 copies of the latest safety catalog from S.P. Richards and evaluated its customers to determine
who were most likely to need safety products. When doing the
research one consideration was to let customers who were already buying facility products know that safety products were
also available. “We need to let those companies know that we
had safety vests, wet floor signs and gloves, including medical
gloves and protective hand gear,” explains Ives.
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The safety products buyer at those businesses is often completely
different from the buyer of office supplies. “We talk to a facilities
manager, who is generally a different person,” adds Ives.
In medical offices, she says, there is usually one person buying
office supplies and a different buyer handling medical supplies.
She says she wouldn’t try to sell wet-floor signs to a CPA office
unless she knew it owned the building. “Once we learn who is
responsible for the floors,” she adds, “we can talk to them and
land a brand new account.”
The safety products buyer varies from business to business; oftentimes there might be just one person in charge of purchasing,
explains Madden. “A lot of our business is with small, mid-market places where an owner or purchasing agent does all the buying,” he says. Sometimes it is one teacher or one supervisor in
larger organizations who needs a safety product. It’s a matter of
knowing who handles the purchasing. “It’s not just one certain
person,” he adds. “We see all types and levels of people who buy
safety products from us.”

ple of days to a couple of weeks. “That is where we have the
biggest advantage—having access to products so quickly,” he
says. “It is not just a matter of pricing. It is also about customer
service and product reliability.”
The biggest obstacle Ewing has encountered in efforts to grow
his business has been the need to get the technical knowledge
required to sell all the products his company offers. “You almost
can’t have enough knowledge,” he says. If you have to talk to the
safety manager at a construction site, they know what they want
to hear. “If you are not using the right terms when you talk to
them, they will brush you off because they think you don’t know
anything,” he says.
Gibson’s relies on S. P. Richards’ West Coast FBS specialist to
provide the necessary product knowledge to achieve success
with safety products. The specialist generally comes to Gibson’s
once a quarter.
“We have him come on meetings with us,” says Ewing. Whenever that happens Ewing says he walks away with more category
knowledge. “The training we have received from the S. P. Richards
specialist has been a key factor in our success,” adds Ewing.

Who Buys Safety Products

Dealers interviewed for this article maintain that any customer
is a customer for safety products. Still, some businesses are
more likely to buy safety products and buy them in larger
quantities than others. Key prospects include:
• Construction companies
• Landscaping operations
• Manufacturing plants
• School districts
• New car/truck dealerships
• Medical facilities
• Public buildings/spaces

Sales and Marketing
Support is Available

Ewing suggests that Gibson’s relationship with S.P. Richards
helps set his business apart in the Tucson market. “They have
items ready to go next day,” he says. When companies order
from competitors, items might be available anywhere from a couFEBRUARY 2017

Michelle Ives (with co-owner Andrew Ives), Office City Express: In-depth product
training is critical to success in safety products.

At Office City Express, Ives concurs that training is integral to success. She and her husband Andrew own the company and at the
very least they make sure that they attend training. She suggests
that their wholesaler knows that selling safety products can’t succeed unless dealers are highly educated. “We have probably had
five training sessions in the last 2-1/2 years,” she adds.
Kane concurs that one of the biggest requirements for success in
the safety business is product knowledge. “It is a fairly technical
category,” he says. “You have to be able to give specific information because of the compliance issues.” The safety specialist
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from S. P. Richards is at Twist nearly every week, says Kane. “He
has been great to work with.”

would like to see a greater emphasis on awareness pieces that
his sales team could use in the field.

Kane says the next logical step will be for dealers to bring on
their own specialists. “Many dealers today have a cleaning and
breakroom specialist or a category manager,” he says. “The next
logical evolution you’ll see is for dealers to have a safety specialist who is part of the category.”

“Acme United does the best job, and they tell me all the time it is
about awareness,” says Bloem. “They can go to any dealership
and if clients are made aware of the availability of safety products
through the dealer, the dealer should start to sell the product.”

Promote the Category

Complete Office uses monthly sales meetings to introduce new
products or push a specific category. Usually the presentation
will involve a manufacturer’s representative with knowledge of
the product being covered. “That is the nice part of dealing with
Essendant,” says Madden. “If customers ask about a product
category I can contact Essendant and ask them to send out a
specialist with that knowledge.”
At Pay-LESS Powell contends that his current wholesaler doesn’t
promote the safety category enough. In response his marketing department produces a fair amount of flyers and e-blasts.
“We have sell sheets on every category and salespeople are all
equipped with tablets they take on sales calls,” he adds. The tablets are set up by category. “That makes it more efficient when
they are in front of a customer. They can easily find information
and pull it up.”

Complete Office produces its own 40-page catalog with a variety of janitorial, breakroom and safety products. “Our salespeople and customers love it,” says Madden. “Customers can page
through it and see the top products that we carry.”
When it comes to pushing new safety products, we put a banner
up on our website because a lot of our customer do their purchasing online. We also develop box stuffers,” he adds. “When
orders go out at night we add a sell-sheet to every order.”
Surprisingly, perhaps, the Complete catalog is only available in
hard copy. There is no PDF of the catalog and it can’t be found
online. “Our model,” says Madden, “is to have something in
our sales reps’ hands. We want them to visit their customers,
hand them the catalogs and talk about the products.” Madden
suggests that there is an intangible element that gets lost when
products are ordered online.

“We use the S. P. Richards’ safety catalog and distribute it to every potential safety customer,” says Kane. In addition, Twist has
banners on its website and sends out flyers on a regular basis.
“Facility and safety accounts for about 25 percent of our promotional activity,” he adds.
Brown & Saenger relies on Essendant for many of the safety promotions that the dealer distributes in the marketplace. Bloem
FEBRUARY 2017

Face-to-face time can be invaluable. And he says that Essendant
has been great with samples of new products that salespeople
can bring to their customers. “When you are trying to push a
new category, getting in front of customers and getting them to
understand what you do is critical,” he says. “The more your customer knows about your company the more it will help.”

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing in business topics. He has been
writing about the office supply business for almost 15 years. He can be reached at
mchazin503@comcast.net
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Be the Motivator
By Jessica Stokes, Methods in Motion
Fifteen years ago I started selling in our industry. Prior to that, my
only sales jobs were CSR-type positions. When I started working
for a local office supply company, I was thrown into real selling
and introduced to the thrill of cold calling. And yes, I said “thrill!”
Like most under-experienced salespeople, initially I was terrified
of picking up the phone and trying to make a sale.
I wondered if I would sell enough to keep my job, or if I had any
kind of real future in this business. So how did I change my attitude towards sales from terrified to thrilled? There is one very
simple answer: by taking direction from the Motivator.
Under the leadership of a manager I called the Motivator, I developed into one of the most successful salespeople at our company. Here are five reasons why this style of leadership works so
well:
1. The Motivator practices what they preach. This manager
will jump on a sales call anytime. They know how to sell and
in many cases they continue to work key accounts, so that
they remain in the game and engaged with real-world customer needs. They earn credibility with their staff because they
lead by example.
Take Action: Do you have a sales representative who
is struggling with prospecting? Get together and have
them listen to you calling ten prospects. Then listen
to them calling ten prospects. Demonstrating how to
make effective calls will go much further than telling
them.
2. The Motivator is your #1 fan. They always believe in their
team members, even the bench warmers. Sales teams are
made up of people with various skill levels, just like a baseball
team. While we would all love to have a team composed entirely of Derek Jeters, there is a need for those 2nd- and 3rdstring players as well. In some cases, that salesperson who is
always behind goal just needs someone to encourage them
and invest time in them.
FEBRUARY 2017

3. The Motivator shows genuine appreciation. He or she is
always thinking of small, creative ways to show appreciation.
From a handwritten note or goodies (keep them on hand) left
on someone’s desk to recognition in a company meeting, the
Motivator is always highlighting the team’s successes.
Take Action: Think of one team member you would
like to recognize and send an email to your owner/CEO
pointing out the great job they’re doing and copy your
team member on it.
4. The Motivator values your time. Working for the Motivator
means you will actually look forward to your weekly sales
meetings. They are well prepared and always feature specific
talking points. They make it a point to have the people at the
meeting walk away feeling energized and ready to sell.
Take Action: Want to improve your next meeting?
Email me at Jessica@methodsnmotion.com and we’ll
send you a mini-playbook on the 10 Ground Rules for
Running a Damn Good Meeting.
5. The Motivator is a goal setter. This manager is always setting
goals for the team—and posting them. They can be weekly,
monthly or yearly goals. They know how many new accounts,
appointments and total sales are needed for the team to thrive.
They find ways to motivate their team members to achieve
goals, such as a special team lunch or contests with prizes.
Motivation comes from within each individual. The best leaders
bring out the best in every person on their team while removing
the barriers to success. What can you do as a motivator or inspirational leader to help your employees motivate themselves to
work hard at being successful in 2017?

Interested in delving further into the subject of becoming a better sales leader and
motivator? Please feel free to reach out to us at www.MethodsnMotion.com.
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Do Your Due Diligence and
Make Sure You Know the
Person You’re Hiring
By Troy Harrison

Last month’s column focused on conducting a winning first hiring interview. A
major objective of the first interview is to
break down the résumé through detailed
questions, making sure that the person in
front of you is who they say they are. But
even after your candidate clears the first
interview, you’re not done with the verification process. Now comes the phase
that I call “due diligence,” i.e., using readily available information to again verify
your candidate. Due diligence consists of
several key components:
Criminal background checking. Always
perform a criminal background check on
each final candidate. It’s both human and
natural to assume that someone who is an
applicant for a professional job will have
a clean background. It’s also an incorrect
assumption, more often than most of us
would care to know.
I once had a five-year stretch of nothing
but clean background checks on job applicants and then had top candidates in
three different searches come up with felonies. What’s worse, even if their explanations were 100% true, it showed such bad
judgement that I couldn’t possibly consider hiring them.
Failing to conduct a background check on
a candidate you subsequently hire comes
with a risk. If your new employee has a
felony conviction in their record and they
commit more crime while working for you,

you can be liable in a court of law if you
haven’t done a background check. For instance, you hire someone with a burglary
conviction and then they steal from your
client.
Please note that I am not instructing you
NOT to hire someone with a past felony—
there are numerous factors including age,
situation, etc. that can be mitigating—but
make sure that you do what you do with
full information.
Some jurisdictions have implemented
“ban the box” legislation that prohibits
asking a prospective employee if they
have a felony prior to hiring. Check with
your lawyer on this one, but my understanding is that it’s still legal pretty much
anywhere to make the job offer contingent
upon passing a background check.
You should also do a sex offender check
for reasons that should be obvious. There
are numerous companies out there that
will do this reasonably; my favorite is
Validity Screening. You can find them at
www.validityscreening.com.
Reference checking. “Aw, Troy, it’s useless to check references. They’ll just put
down people who will only say good
things about them.” Yes, you’d think so,
wouldn’t you? Again, you’d be wrong. I
always checked references in my searches. I called dead people. I called people
who didn’t have good things to say. On
one occasion I even called someone who

told me, “I have no idea why you’re calling me. I physically hate the guy and I’d
punch him in the mouth if he was in front
of me.” He was serious!
Here’s where it’s helpful to understand
numbers. Forty percent of all hires are
made without checking references, even
when they’re requested. So if you can’t
find someone to say nice things about
you, you can still put down three names
and have a 40% shot at the job—not bad
odds if you’re wildly unsuccessful.
Don’t be that person’s victim. Request
BUSINESS references. Former bosses
are the gold standard, former co-workers
and customers are second and there is no
third.
Then CALL them. Ask good, detailed
questions about the person and their performance on the job. You need no negative references and at least two positives
(you might, from time to time, not be able
to get hold of one reference).
I’m also asked a lot about “name, rank
and serial number” references. That’s
where you only get the applicant’s title
and dates of employment.
Normally that’s a response you get from
HR, not from a supervising manager. Nobody gets into legal trouble for bragging
on a past employee. Don’t use HR for
your references.

continued on page 43 >>
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Know the person you’re hiring
Secondly, if you get this type of a reference from a past supervisor, that’s a signal that something is wrong.
Ask this follow-up question: “Would this
person be eligible for re-hire?” If the answer is “no” or even if there’s a hesitation,
you have a problem. Remember, you need
your applicant to have at least a 2 and 0
record in references if not a 3 and 0 record. If you don’t get that, move on to the
next applicant.
Employment History, Again, companies
like Validity will call and verify employment
history (this is where you do call HR), or
you can do it yourself. You’ll probably find
that it’s cheaper to outsource it. Unlike
reference checking, all you’re looking for
here is to make sure that the résumé is a
reflection of actual work history.
Education Credentials. Here’s where it
gets a little sticky. You might be tempted
to disregard the education section on the

continued from page 42

résumé if your job doesn’t require a degree. Don’t.

suit. I don’t check credit and I advise you
not to.

Remember, one of the major red flags in
any hiring process is a lack of truthfulness. Education is one of the most common areas for candidates to falsify. They
might claim a degree that they don’t have
or even a school attendance that didn’t
happen. You can usually check these credentials through the registrar’s office or
again, you can have an outside firm check
them. Don’t neglect this.

Other info. Check driving records if you
provide a car or car reimbursement; I’d
also advise testing for drugs.

Credit Check. I only mention this to advise you NOT to do this. First of all, legally
speaking, credit checks only have validity when dealing with a position such as
a CFO or controller, where your applicant
will be dealing directly with the company’s
finances.

If you’re thinking that’s a lot of information to gather, you’re right, and we haven’t even talked about social media. But
the right candidate will pass all of these
checks. Don’t shortcut and you won’t
have anything to regret later.

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean
It!” and “The Pocket Sales Manager,” and a
speaker, consultant, and sales navigator who helps
companies build more profitable and productive
sales forces. For information on booking speaking/
training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail Troy@
TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.TroyHarrison.com.

Secondly, credit reports tend to be wildly inaccurate, and denial of employment
based on them is a quick path to a law-

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Office Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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Your
Voice
Matters
By Krista Moore
It’s a New Year, a great time to wipe the
slate clean, begin a fresh new journey or
continue to build upon last year’s success.
It is always a time for reflection, visioning,
and planning. Set goals, share your vision,
be a motivating leader, have accountability
...and the list goes on.

I wanted to fully understand my potential
clients’ needs and discover what was really on their hearts and minds. By doing
this, I was able to build our initial training
and development programs that would
truly address their obstacles to growth and
success.

Last month, K.Coaching proudly celebrated its 14th year anniversary. It seems like
yesterday that I was working on this startup business in the extra bedroom of my
town house. I remember the planning, as
I called a targeted list of potential clients
to ask them what was happening in their
business, what their successes were and
what challenges they were having.

Fast forward 14 years, I still don’t want to
be just that person who is telling you how
you need to be, or what you need to be
doing in your business. I want K.Coaching’s IDGrowth Solutions to be the products and services that our office products
clients truly need for continued growth and
development. That is why today, I still ask.

tures what is on the minds of the Independent Dealer Community. What you tell us
not only enables us to develop new industry programs. We also share the results
with survey participants.
We are in this together. We encourage you
to take the Your Voice Matters survey online, make your voice heard, and discover
what your fellow dealers are up to.
By taking this SURVEY you will share your
successes, your focus areas and your
biggest obstacles and then learn how
you compare to other dealers across the
country.

Your Voice Matters is our survey that cap-
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Join the Business
Solutions Association
for the 2017 Annual
Forum!
The Forum will take place at the
Austin Hilton.
www.businesssolutionsassociation.com

Save the Date:
2017 BSA Forum in Austin, TX
September 6 - 7, 2017
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Your voice...
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1. What growth did you have from 2015
to 2016?
m Negative growth
m We were flat
m Up 1-4%
m Up 5-10%
m 10-20%
m Greater than 20%
2.	What has been your greatest success
in 2016? (Choose the Top 2)
m Improved margins
m Investment in technology
m Hiring new talent
m Growth/expansion into other
product categories
m Improved web/digital presence
m Training and development of our
people
m Exceeding revenue growth
m Lowering operating costs
m Other (Explain)
3. What is your #1 focus area for 2017?
m Leading and managing better

m Customer loyalty and retention
m Expanding into other product
categories
m Hiring new talent
m Redesigning sales compensation
plan
m Retiring/selling your company
m Acquiring other companies
m Better work/life balance
m Other (Explain)
4.	What are your company’s biggest
obstacles to growth over the next 3
years? (Choose the Top 3)
m Underperforming sales reps
m Antiquated technology
m Competitive pricing strategies
m Leading the needed changes in our
business
m Improving profitability with
deteriorating margins
m Remaining relevant in a digital world
m Company mission, vision, and
strategy
m Execution and accountability

WE WANT TO HEAR WHAT YOU HAVE TO SAY

TAKE OUR SURVEY NOW!

m Myself
m Other (Explain)
5.	What type of learning and development
do you and your team need to continue
to compete and grow profitably?
6.	What is the one thing you would do tomorrow if you weren’t worried or afraid?
We look forward to collecting these results
during February and then producing a full
report to share with participating dealers
from across the country. At IDGrowth,
we are asking and listening because your
voice does matter. We care about you and
we care about your continued growth and
success.

Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching, Inc. and
founder of IDGrowth Solutions. The IDGrowth Sales
Vault, a learning management system, is utilized
by hundreds of independent dealers to enhance
their sales strategies, training and leadership
development. For more information, visit the
IDGrowth web site at www.idgrowth.com.

Enter to win
an iPad Mini!

Go to www.idgrowth.com today and answer 6 simple questions and enter to win an
iPad Mini and receive the collective survey results.
At K.Coaching, we created IDGrowth Solutions™ so we could give you a collection
of OP industry-specific best practices, easy-to-execute strategies, and easy-to-access
training modules.

Visit idgrowth.com now!
With IDGrowth Solutions™ we make it easy for you to play big and grow profitably.
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